>> SERIES eco2

AQUA MODULE

Tonwerk Lausen AG had a good reason to register the addi-

On storage heating stoves with the additional designation PLUS,

tional designation “e.c.o2”® as a tradename. “eco” on a Ton-

the Aqua Module (absorber principle) is installed between the

werk model means that “eco” is in it. eco2 represents greater

core and the outer cladding. There it circulates water that can

autonomy and maximum efficiency, automation, and comfort

absorb 50% of the stove‘s heat and distribute it through a

without additional external power!

ing rooms without the need for additional

Heat up only once, and enjoy for hours

heaters.

• intelligent automatic air supply – no power

Design: Wolfram

installation work is needed to heat adjoin-

Design: Wolfram

central heating system. So only little
Design: Wolfram

HEATING PRINCIPLE

Appealing warmth throughout the home

Design: Wolfram

The e.c.o2®

>> 2017

source needed
automatic
air supply

Depending on the heating needs the

• sustained radiated heat for greater efficiency

Aqua Module can be used:

• two hours of flickering flames on only

• together with the central heating system

the one charge of wood

• as a direct heater in its own heating

• DIBt approval for applications independent

circuit, without buffer storage

of indoor air in low energy houses

• as the sole heat source in a low energy

• rigorously defined leakage rates for high air

Aqua module for supplying heating systems

• minimised emissions (LRV and BImschV Stufe 2)

throughout the home

• firewood burns upright for a unique visual
experience
Convection module for greater direct heat

• ideal as a central heating system in low energy
and passive houses

the dynamic creative

Total thermal output

6 kg
> 20 kWh
> 16 h
430 / 520 kg

6 kg

Quantity of fuel (firewood)
Total thermal output

> 20 kWh
> 16 h

Heating time
Weight with rear steel/stone wall

420 / 450 kg
1400 x 500 x 550 mm

Quantity of fuel (firewood)
Total thermal output

6 kg
> 20 kWh

Quantity of fuel (firewood)
Total thermal output

5,5 kg
> 19 kWh

Heating time

> 12 h

Heating time

> 12 h

Weight

380 kg

Weight

310 kg

Size (height x width x depth)

1646 x 475 x 570 mm

Size (height x width x depth)

1500  x 466  x 514 mm

Size of standard/tall version (H x W x D) 1380/1654 x 510 x 570mm

Size (height x width x depth)

The comfort storage heating stove T-LINE eco2 is designed for

With its appealing proportions and curves, the T-NEO in

More than ever before, the award-winning T-Sky eco2, with its

T-ART eco2 skilfully combines retro and modern design ele-

exemplary heat emission properties under the standard DIN

conjunction with the innovative benefits of the eco2 series

elegant, the T-SKY eco2, with its elegant, gently curving sides

ments, which allows it to seamlessly integrate into any room

EN 15250. It therefore not only embodies modern performance

becomes an exclusive designer feature offering that special

and its continuous smooth glass front, stands for perfect design

layout. Just fill the stove with wood and ignite - self-closing

characteristics, but also provides a high level of comfort and a

something in your home! The functions of the T-NEO eco2

and the highest functionality. In addition to the eco2-highlights

doors, patented air supply automation, and top-down burning

natural feel good atmosphere. The optional Aqua Module can

find practical supplements in the optional Aqua Module or the

and the well-known optional duo module, T-SKY offers a slider

technology take care of the rest. T-ART is also available as a

also supply your central heating, for heat throughout your home!

convection module DUO for faster direct heat emission, both of

for manual control, which supports the heating-up process in

basic model equipped with a manual air supply control system.

The T-LINE eco2: comfortable, efficient, and clean, together with

which can be adapted to your own heating needs.

difficult draft or weather conditions.

Due to T-ART eco2’s design, it is especially well-suited for ener-

• absorber technology for heat distribution

• clean burning – few ashes

throughout the home

T-ART eco2®

the up-and-coming Eco-star

the flexible aesthete

Quantity of fuel (firewood)

Weight of standard/tall version

Top down combustion for clean air

• absorber technology for heat distribution

the ecological multitalent

Heating time

house

tightness

topdown
combustion

T-SKY eco2®

T-NEO eco2®

or a solar installation

Comfort auto door closer

auto door
closer

T-LINE eco2®

Heat distribution per 6 kg charge of firewood
Model

Total

Storage heating stove

Aqua Module

T-LINE eco2 PLUS 20 kWh (100%)

10 kWh (50%)

10 kWh (50%)

T-NEO eco2 PLUS

10 kWh (50%)

10 kWh (50%)

20 kWh (100%)

timeless elegance.

gy efficient construction.

>> SERIES classic
TONWERK-Speicheröfen® storage heating stoves

EXPRESSIVE
AND ELEGANT

the heat radiated from the storage heating stove best approximates the effects of the sun’s rays. Both are based
on the same principle of physics. Rooms with sources of
radiated heat present an environment considerably less
susceptible to unhealthy germs, mould, and moisture.
Medical and building biology experts recommend this
heating principle as the healthiest for heating rooms
because the air remains fresh and clean – just as it should
be. Tonwerk storage heating stoves not only present an
impressive play of flickering flames, but also emit exactly
this kind of radiated heat that is felt to be particularly

T-ONE SWING

the elegant home wonder

fore ideal for greater cosiness and well being.

the linear stylist

3,5 kg

®

the perfect complement to
Tonwerk storage heating
stoves, with their bases
matching the stoves‘ outer
stone cladding. The intefor everything needed to

Quantity of fuel (firewood)

3,5 kg

Quantity of fuel (firewood)

3 kg

creet storage for your firewood, the practical wood

>6h

Heating time

>6h

Heating time

>6h

Nominal thermal output

7 kW

Nominal thermal output

7 kW

Nominal thermal output

5 kW

Size (height x width x depth)

220 kg
1395 x 410 x 425 mm

Weight

200 - 225 kg

Size of T-ONE STONE / T-BACK (H x W x D) 1395/1640 x 405 x 395 mm

Weight
Size (height x width x depth)

200 kg
945 x 530 x 575 mm

overheating range

Tonwerk
storage heating stove
One charge provides about
20 h of heat, 6 kg of firewood
Flue storage heating stove
uses up to four batches for about
15 h of heat, about 6 kg of firewood

s torage heating stove technology from a leading manufacturer

of the advantages its outstanding properties are capable
of, you will need expert advice and planning. Contact our
trained Tonwerk dealers, and you couldn’t be in better hands.

e
 xclusive range of materials, surfaces, and colours
h
 eavy duty ceramic core for the maximum heat storage

for you. You can therefore

integrated window cleaning for an unimpeded view

place your firewood and

into the flames
r adiated heat for a healthy indoor climate

You want a space saving, yet elegant solution? One fascinating

The cubic form of the T-ONE STONE with its unembellished glass

Rotating about its axis, the extraordinary modern design pre-

have a decorative stool pre-

solution is provided by the T-ONE SWING, with its backswung

face of straight lines embodies discreet, yet strikingly modern

sented by the T-EYE is a clear cut above other stoves for a gen-

senting a surface of wood

side panels of cast stone. Its frameless glass door presents an

elegance. Here, that “special something” is also a special extra:

uine eyecatcher in your living room. It is conveniently charged

veneer or colour felt.

unobstructed view of the unique play of flames on upright fire-

the optional baking attachment that transforms the T-ONE STONE

through the top and features an automatic combustion air flap

low emissions for a clean environment and a good conscience

wood. Savour the first sensation of feel good heat just after firing,

into a gourmet stove. With only the one charge of firewood, you

for high efficiency. Safe, comfortable, and simple.

w
 ood firing in low energy and passive homes

and enjoy a cosy evening in your own home.

can therefore enjoy over six hours of feel good radiated heat, and

g
 entle air circulation – and gentle on allergy sufferers
optional Aqua Module for heat distribution throughout the home

fi
 ve year warranty, long life, low maintenance
wood box
H 48 cm B 40 cm T 40 cm

Before your Tonwerk storage heating stove can deliver all

international award winning, exclusive design

3
 60° rotation for a view into the flames from all sides

wood rack of steelH 100160 cm B 32 cm T 36 cm

a worthwhile investment for the future.

e
 ach stove a handcrafted original

p
 atented eco2 technology for safety, comfort, and high efficiency

cleaning tools in separate

represent progress, efficiency, ecology, and well being –

innovative and patented technology

t op down combustion for a unique play of flickering flames

bake a pizza, cake, or aromatic bread at the same time!
Hours

Pro Tonwerk

Why many customers
decide in favour of a
TONWERK Speicherofen®
storage heating stove

m
 aximum energy yield – minimum wood consumption

box is just the right thing

compartments, and still
Flue stove uses up to ten batches
for about 15 h of heat, about 25 kg
of firewood

wood rack of glass
H 142 cm B 32 cm T 37 cm

fire a stove.

love at first light

Operating time for over 15 hours of heat

Temperature

lines, the wood racks are

grated drawer offers space

Heating time

Weight

Heat up and enjoy

T-EYE

®

Presenting a play of straight

And if you prefer more disQuantity of fuel (firewood)

pleasant and is actually healthier to boot. They are there-

T-ONE STONE

®

Tonwerk wood racks

Design: GAAN Gabriela Vetsch, André Riemens

Of the most diverse heating principles developed to date,

Design: GAAN Gabriela Vetsch, André Riemens

Design: GAAN Gabriela Vetsch, André Riemens

A HEATING PRINCIPLE
THAT CARRIES

Design: GAAN Gabriela Vetsch, André Riemens

The Tonwerk storage heating stove

S
 WISS MADE

info@tonwerk-ag.com
www.tonwerk-ag.com
Tiba AG
Hauptstrasse 147
CH-4416 Bubendorf
Fon +41 (0)61 935 17 10
DTL Europe S.à r.l.
39, route du vin · L-5441 Remerschen
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